Wepresent a visualization toolfor dynamic memory allocation information obtainedfrom instrumenting the runtime allocator used by Cprograms. The goal ofthe presented visualization techniques is to convey insight in the dynamic behavior ofthe allocator The purpose is to help the allocator designers understand how the performance and working of the allocator depend on the actual allocation scenarios in order to optimize its functionality by decreasing fragmentation and improving response time. We use an orthogonal dense pixel layout of time versus memory space which can show tens of thousands of allocation events on a single screen. We enhance the basic idea with several new techniques: antialiased metric bars for detecting high and low activity areas; cushion cursors for checking correlations of multiple views; and a view to show correlation between program structure (functions) and memory allocations. The presented techniques are demonstrated on data from a real application.
Introduction
Dynamic memory allocators are an important component of the runtime support of virtually all programming languages. Such allocators are responsible for providing memory blocks on the heap upon requests from the application, as offered by the mal loc C function and new C++ operator. When the memory is not needed any longer, the allocated blocks are returned to the runtime, either via explicit calls to free (C) or delete (C++) or via garbage collection mechanisms, such as in Java. The design of an efficient memory allocator is of crucial importance for the performance of modern software.
Several performance metrics are relevant in this context. First, the allocator should minimize memoryfragmentation, i.e. the amount of non-contiguous free memory blocks. This reduces the chance that an allocation request will fail when the free memory is split into many small blocks interleaved with allocated blocks. Second, the allocator should minimize the waste, i.e. the amount of memory used for internal management which is not made available to applications. Waste can occur e.g. when only fixed-size blocks are allocated, in which case it is also known as internal fragmentation. Third, the allocator should provide a good response time for both allocation and free requests for a wide mix of scenarios, e.g. concurrent allocating processes, different block sizes, and request frequencies. In practice, the performance of a memory allocator is measured by logging data on such metrics from an instrumented allocator. The data is next analyzed and the allocator strategy and parameters are tuned accordingly.
However, understanding log data to detect sub-optimal performance and when and why this occurs is difficult. Typical logs can easily contain hundreds of thousands of highfrequency events. Detecting patterns and correlations in such logs is a daunting task, especially if one does not know what to look for exactly. For example, the total allocated memory is a simple to measure metric which can be monitored by a single numeric value. However, understanding fragmentation patterns is much more difficult.
A different use of analyzing dynamic memory allocator patterns is for studying the behavior of a given program. Incorrect or inefficient behavior can be hard to quantify in concrete queries or metrics, but can be spotted by seeing memory usage patterns. Examples are finding incorrect allocation/deallocation sequences which could lead to memory leaks, dangling pointers, or uninitialized memory reads. Such analyses can be conducted by using automated tools such as Purify [10] . Yet, a visual presentation can be easier to follow, and can show trends leading to potential problems, whereas automated analysis typically detects only 'hard' errors.
In this paper, we present an approach for the visual analysis of the behavior of dynamic memory allocators. Our log data is a weakly structured dataset containing hundreds of thousands of (de)allocation events. We use a simple, yet effective visualization able to display tens of thousands of events on a single screen and antialiasing to emphasize high activity areas. We extend and specialize these core techniques, introduced by us in [8] , to get more insight from memory allocations, as follows. We use a new antialiasing to render occupancy metric bars to support separating high from low activity areas (Sec. 4.1.3). We use a new layout to correlate memory visualizations along the address and/or time dimensions; besides allocation metrics, we also show information on the allocating functions; finally, we enhance the correlated views with a new interactive technique, called cushion cursors (Sec. 4.1.4). We demonstrate our techniques by answering several concrete questions on allocation data collected from a real application. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 overviews efforts in visualizing memory allocation logs and related event data. Section 3 describes our problem in detail. Section 4 presents our core visualization design and the three new techniques: antialiased occupancy bars that separate activity patterns, correlated views in memory and time, and the cushion cursors. Section 5 describes the findings we obtained from a concrete study performed on real log data. Finally, section 7 summarizes our findings and outlines future research directions.
Related work
Several methods exist for visualizing dynamic memory allocation data. Event logs, created by code instrumenting and profiling tools [1, 6, 16, 10] , record record allocation and deallocation events, and various metrics, e.g. memory fragmentation, occupancy, and block size distribution [5] . Several applications have been developed to visualize such logs. Earlier work include Rivet [3, 2] , LynxInsure [7] , Polka [ 12] , and the more general TANGO animation framework [11] .
A recent development is represented by the GCspy framework [4, 9] . GCspy provides facilities for collection, transmission, storage, and replay of memory management behavior. The set of mechanisms provided for getting to the data is impressive, including user-specified triggers, scalable client-server communication, remote monitoring, and allocator genericity. GCspy was used in conjunction to Java's virtual machine memory manager and also the C/C++ runtime, via the dlmalloc allocator. However, GCspy's visualization is rather coarse-grained. Time plots of metrics of interest, such as occupancy, are shown. However, time-dependent metrics show only aggregated facts and little structural insight, so finer-grained visualizations are needed. A second view shows the coarse-grained (e.g. 16 K) memory blocks as a grid of tiles colored by block metrics such as occupancy [9] . However useful, this visualization does not show detailed insight into high-frequency events such as generated when monitoring the C dynamic allocator. Also, this view shows a snapshot of the allocated memory pattern, but does not reveal its evolution in time.
Problem definition
We aim to analyze the behavior of a C runtime allocator running on an embedded platform. The allocator should be able to serve tens of processes with thousands of malloc and free calls per second. The allocator manages the memory in a pool, partitioned into B fixed-size bins, and an unstructured heap. Each bin bi has a fixed number Nb, of free blocks of equal size dimo < dimi < dimB. A malloc request of size s < dimB is served by allocating a full block in the bin bi whose block size best fits s. If bi is full or s > dimB, memory is allocated on the heap. To answer these questions, we have developed several visualization techniques. These are presented next.
Core visualization design
Our visualization design is driven by several goals: scalability, limited cluttering, insight into fine-scale behavior, intuitiveness, and ease of use. Our core visualization shows all events in each bin separately, as follows. We use a 2D Cartesian layout which maps event time tj and memory addresses to the x and y axes respectively. Hence, every event ei is an axis-aligned rectangle. This layout has several advantages. It is compact (hundreds of thousands of elements can fit on a screen) and dense (no screen space is wasted). Empty areas convey actual information, i.e. they show free Since the y axis maps to the address space, the long rectangles at the image bottom show that the "blue" process allocates memory early and frees it as last. After start, almost no extra memory is allocated in the first third of the monitored period. Next, the "green" process rapidly allocates many equal-sized blocks, all at one moment, and frees them quickly after, as shown by the thin vertical green stripes. We discovered that this pattern of same-lifetime blocks is typical for container objects such as lists. These lists use about a third of the free memory (y axis), so they are quite important. The second third of the period shows a high frequency allocation-freeing pattern which almost fills up the entire memory at some points. In the last third, there are few allocations. All memory is freed in the end. Figure 1 shows an actual snapshot of our visualization tool. The main view shows the memory dynamics in the currently selected bin. The view can be zoomed and scrolled along the vertical (memory) axis, which is useful when visualizing very large memory spaces (megabytes) or bins with very small block sizes (few kilobytes Figure 2 . Visualizing allocations in one bin Figure 2 illustrates the basic idea for a memory allocaplayed. The bar shows, using a blue (low) to red (high) colormap, the evolution in time of the total memory allocated in the bin shown in the main view. Brushing the main view with the mouse shows details for the block under the mouse, such as the block size, exact allocation and deallocation time, owner process, and function that allocates/deallocates the block. For logs containing hundreds of thousands of events, the basic visualization design discussed before has several problems. We discuss these in turn and present our solutions.
Showing Block Structures
If we color blocks using flat shading, same-color neighbor blocks cannot be distinguished (see Fig. 3 top) . Drawing line borders works only for zoomed-in views, where the block sizes are larger than several pixels. We solve this problem by overlaying each block using a so-called shaded cushion. This is a luminance texture dark at the border and bright in the center. Shaded cushions have been successfully used to emphasize structure over rectangular layouts in many visualization applications, e.g. for file systems [13] , repository logs [15] , and business data [14] . We use two types of luminance profiles: parabolic and plateau, shown in Figures 3 mid, Fig. 4 rendered with antialiasing to Fig. 3 mid, we clearly see a high number of high-frequency events (areas 1,2,3) which were first invisible.
Visualizing Activity in the Occupancy Bar
The occupancy bar, shown below the tool's main view ( Fig. 1) , has the same problem as the main view due to high-frequency events. This bar is used to find high and low activity zones, i.e. zones of frequent events, respectively no events. Using a classical color-coded bar (Fig. 5 a) does not show high activity if the occupancy stays relatively constant. An improvement is to draw black bars outlining no-activity zones which are larger than a few pixels (Fig. 5 b) . This shows moments when the activity changes suddenly, which indicate high strains on the allocator. Yet, this doesn't explicitly show at which side of such a bar high, respectively low activity is. If we add add shaded plateau cushions to the no-activity zones (Fig. 5 c) , noactivity zones (cushions) become clearly separated from high-activity ones (flat). An alternative is to draw cushions over all intervals formed by consecutive events ei, ei+1 using antialiasing (Equation 1). This maps the activity to the cushion visual density (Fig. 5 d) . Figures 5 e,f show the same idea as in (c,d), this time with parabolic cushions, whose strong contrast makes no-activity areas more salient.
These enhancements of the occupancy bar have been incrementally designed (Fig. 5 a-e) high activity areas, the latter being of high interest to the allocator designers.
Correlation of Multiple Views
As already explained, the main view (Fig. 2) shows the allocator activity in a single bin. An important task is to compare different bins to detect possible unbalances, which can be further corrected by adjusting the allocator parameters (per-bin block size, total bin size, or allocation policy). We provide two techniques for correlating multiple bin views. The first technique, called address space correlation, lays out several bin views, scaled to the same size, in a grid layout aligned along the address space (y) axis (Fig. 8) . This allows correlating the relative occupancies of all bins, as discussed in Sec. 5, Task 1. The second technique, called time correlation, uses a similar layout but aligned along the time (x) axis (Fig. 9) . This allows correlating the activity of all bins, as discussed in Sec. 5, Question 2. (Figure 9) . A vertical cursor appears at that point, which is drawn over all bin views atop and below. Instead of using a line for the cursor, we draw a shaded cushion texture whose transparency varies horizontally according to a logarithmic profile and blend it atop of the bin views (Fig. 7) . More cursors can be placed over a view, whereby several such textures are drawn. Figure 9 shows two groups of three bin views each, with two cushion cursors (i.e. four cushion textures) drawn in each group. Cushion cursors work better than simple line cursors. They are softer, thus disturb the fine details of the image below less than lines. The user can tune their transparency to control softness. Also, they scale better than lines when we draw several of them, nonuniformly spaced, atop of several bin views.
Applications
In this section, we present some sample analysis tasks and questions supported by our visualization tool.
Task 1: Compare the activity and waste in all bins To achieve this, we show all B = 13 bins and the heap, correlated in address space, as explained in Section refsec:correlation (Fig. 8) . Color shows per-block waste (blue=none, red=maximal). A red bar right of each view shows the free memory in that pool/heap. The black-framed bars under the views show the occupancy evolution in time (blue=all free, red=all full). We see several interesting facts. Bins 1,9 and 12 have the most per-block waste (warm colors) and bins 4 and 5 the least (cold colors). The heap has zero waste (dark blue), which is indeed correct, as the heap doesn't use fixed-size blocks. Statistically, the waste is quite low overall, which is good, except a few allocations in bin 0 (the red horizontal stripes). All in all, the block sizes and best-fit policy perform quite well for the considered test cases. Bins 9,11,12 and 13 are the fullest (shortest vertical red bar). All bins begin with little fragmentation (compact blocks at bottom of all bin views), but end up with a higher one (less compact blocks at top of all bin views).
Task 2: Compare the occupancy all bins To get clearer insight in the occupancy evolution, we construct a different visualization which vertically stacks all B = 13 occupancy bars so we can compare their evolutions in time (Fig. 6 ). The 'flat shaded', non-cushioned bar parts rapid allocations followed by deallocations, i.e. short-lived blocks and high allocator activity (Section 4.1.3). During the second third of the monitored period, memory occupancy suddenly increases. Yet, an overall occupancy drop (Fig. 6 A) splits the occupancy patterns of bins 0,5,7 and 9 into two near-constant-occupancy 'plateaus' (Fig. 6 B) . In the last third of the monitored period, occupancy decreases. Yet, there are three very short periods where memory occupancy bursts to a maximum in the heap (Fig. 6 C) . Our importance-based antialiasing revealed these dangerous moments which would otherwise have passed undetected. Finally, the heap shows a higher block size variation (cushion height) as compared to all bins. This validates again the desired best-fit allocator policy: all blocks which don't fit the bin sizes go into the heap. The second list (right in the zoom-in) gets however allocated from high to low addresses, as shown by its slightly down-right slanted left side. This finding suggests that the low-to-high allocation invariant is violated here. Finally, we saw that in the heap blocks get allocated from high to low addresses, conversely than for the bins (Fig. 8 lower-right) . This is indeed correct for this allocator. Figure 9 shows the result for two groups of three bins each. Clearly, the first high-activity bursts occurring in all bins after the first third of the monitored period is correlated. Color shows us extra information. We see that most blocks being allocated at that precise moment are cyan. This means that a single function is responsible for that high-activity burst in all bins, i.e. for all memory block sizes. Second, we see that most long lifetime blocks (long horizontal strips) are red, green, and yellow. Hence, these are the functions responsible for persistent data.
Online material about our tool is available for download at: www. win. tue.n1/-a1ext/MEMOVIEW We have presented several new techniques for visualizing dynamic memory allocations. The entire set of techniques revolves around a number of core design principles: orthogonal layouts for simplicity of interpretation; dense pixel displays for scalability; antialiasing for showing subpixel data; and shaded cushions to show correlations and structure in several places (the main memory view, the metric bars, and the interactive user-driven cursors). The combination of these techniques achieves a visualization scalable to hundreds of thousands of elements, as compared to existing approaches [4, 9] . We demonstrate our application by answering several non-trivial questions and analysis tasks on a real memory allocation log dataset. Finally, let us note that the presented techniques are quite generic, so they could be used for other types of time-dependent data than memory allocations.
In the future, we plan to enhance our visualization to also support visual debugging of end-user applications, e.g. by emphasizing memory leaks and relationships between allocating and deallocating code fragments in complex software.
